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Magnetic quantum phase transition in MnSi under hydrostatic pressure

C. Pfleiderer,* G. J. McMullan, S. R. Julian, and G. G. Lonzarich
Cavendish Laboratory and the Interdisciplinary Research Centre for Superconductivity, Madingley Road,

Cambridge CB3 0HE, United Kingdom
~Received 6 November 1996!

The crossover from a spin-polarized to nonpolarized state as a function of pressure (p) at low temperature
(T) has been investigated in MnSi via high-precision measurements of the electrical resistivityr and magnetic
susceptibilityx. In the magnetic phase (p,pc.14.6 kbar!, r}T2 at low T as expected for a Fermi liquid in
a weakly polarized state. In the nonmagnetic phase (p.pc), r vs T is consistent with the predictions for a
marginal Fermi liquid model in which nearly critical spin fluctuations of long wavelength lead to a singular
quasiparticle interaction. The transition is second order forp,p*.12 kbar and weaklyfirst order in the range
p*,p,pc , where the transition temperatureTc lies below a peak ofx vs T. The variation ofTc with p and
of both r and x with T and p may be understood in terms of a model of quantum critical phenomena.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the Landau model of a normal Fermi liquid, fermio
quasiparticles are regarded, in general, as interacting ent
but the scattering on the Fermi surface at absolute zer
assumed to be ‘‘nondiffractive.’’1 The assumption of scatter
ing processes atT50, which involve particle exchanges bu
no other momentum transfer, can clearly break down w
the residual interaction has an attractive component. In
case, quasiparticles may form bound states and condense
superconducting or magnetically ordered phases. Ther
however, another way in which the normal description c
fail. The suppression of real scattering processes by the P
principle is based on the premise that the quasiparticle in
action is both repulsive and nonsingular for transitions n
the Fermi surface. This latter postulate is not satisfied,
instance, for the case of the Lorentz magnetic force betw
moving charges.2 Though the effects of the Lorentz magne
force may become shielded at long range for a many-b
system, the residual quasiparticle interaction produced
this magnetic coupling is expected to remain long range
can hence lead to a cross section for quasiparticle scatte
which is singular for small momentum transfers at the Fe
level. An analogous contribution, but of much grea
strength and potential importance, arises from an effec
coupling associated with a molecular exchange field p
duced by quasiparticles in a medium on the verge of a c
tinuous magnetic phase transition. The range of this inte
tion may be measured in terms of the magnetic correla
length which diverges as the magnetic critical pointTc is
approached. Thus, in systems of reduced dimensionalit
which Tc tends to be automatically suppressed by enhan
fluctuations of the order parameter or in three-dimensio
materials in whichTc is quenched by means of some cont
parameter, such as hydrostatic pressure (p), the Fermi liquid
description, in its familiar form, may break down.1,3

In this paper we consider thed transition metal MnSi, in
which the relevant exchange field, capable of producin
long-range interaction between fermionic quasiparticles
associated with overdamped spin fluctuations. The ne
550163-1829/97/55~13!/8330~9!/$10.00
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critical magnetic fluctuations in MnSi, which have been e
tensively studied experimentally4 and theoretically,5,6 are es-
sentially of long wavelength. This together with a weak sp
orbit coupling and a cubic crystal structure~B20! suggests
that the important components of the spin fluctuations mi
be described in a first approximation in terms of an isotro
homogeneous model. This model is equivalent, in det
most relevant to our discussion, to that employed in case
which transverse currents associated with gauge fields2,8,9

~rather than critical spin fluctuations of interest here! are im-
portant.

At ambient pressure in zero magnetic field and bel
Tc;30 K, MnSi appears ferromagnetically aligned over d
tances shorter than the wavelength (2p/Q.190 Å! of a
gradual, weakly temperature and pressure-dependent, he
modulation.4,10 The magnitude ofTc is far below that ex-
pected from conventional band theory11 but consistent, as are
other low-temperature thermal properties, with the pred
tions of a model in which the nonlinear effects of spin flu
tuations are treated in a self-consistent rotationally invari
Hartree approximation.6,12 It is found thatTc falls monotoni-
cally with increasing pressurep and tends to zero a
pc514.6 kbar,13,14 the critical pressure of a magnetic qua
tum phase transition.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The nature of the low-temperature state of MnSi nearpc
was investigated via measurements of the electrical resis
ity r and magnetic susceptibilityx in pressure and tempera
ture ranges extending up to 18 kbar and down to 20 m
respectively. A number of single crystals11,15 with different
residual resistivity ratios @RRR5r(293 K)/r(T→0 K!#
were studied. Except when otherwise indicated the res
presented below were obtained using a specimen from
sample with the highest RRR ('243) that had previously
been used in a de Haas–van Alphen investigation.11 From
the observed scattering or Dingle temperature the car
mean free path in this sample was estimated to be 3000
8330 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 8331MAGNETIC QUANTUM PHASE TRANSITION IN MnSi . . .
Pressures were generated in a conventional pis
cylinder clamp cell with a BeCu outer and maraging st
inner sleeve. An equal volume mixture of iso- an
n-pentane, which remains liquid at room temperature o
the range of pressures explored, was used as the pres
transmitting medium. The pressure was inferred from
resistivity of a calibrated manganin coil at room temperat
and from the superconducting transition of Sn at low te
perature. A calibration of our cell with the above transm
ting medium shows that the pressure of the cell is essent
temperature independent below'120 K, i.e., in the range o
interest in this study.16 The temperature was measured w
calibrated Ge and carbon-glass resistors as well as a G
diode. The sensors were all heat sunk to a Cu enclo
tightly fitted around the pressure cell. Electrical and ad
tional thermal contact was achieved with Cu wires heat s
on the Cu enclosure and soldered to the sample via the
tectic alloy Au0.8Sn0.2. To maintain adequate pressure a
temperature homogeneity, the cell was precooled slowly~be-
low 0.3 K/min! and measurements at low temperature carr
out with sweep rates below 20 mK/min. Under these con
tions no evidence for inhomogeneities in warming and co
ing cycles was observed in either the Sn transition or
measurements of the resistivity and susceptibility of Mn
In particular, the width of the Sn transition as measured
sistively or inductively~as part of the background signal
the susceptibility data! was found to be independent of pre
sure in our experimental range.17 This enables us to measu
relative changes in pressure to an accuracy of60.02 kbar.
The reproducibility in cooling and warming cycles coupl
with the consistency among the various calibrated man
eters suggests that our temperature accuracy is better
65 mK below 10 K and typically630 mK at higher tem-
peratures.

The resistivity was measured via a conventional fo
terminal ac-phase-sensitive technique. The differential s
ceptibility was investigated by a field modulation meth
based on a drive coil and a carefully balanced pair of pick
coils, all mounted within the actual pressure cell.17 For mea-
surements ofr the current density was typically 103A/m2 at
1.5 Hz and for measurements ofx a modulation field of
231024 T at 23 Hz was used. Under these conditions,
fects of sample heating and spurious background volta
could be ignored. In all cases the current and modula
field were directed along thê100& axis of the crystalline
sample.

Empty coil measurements show that the ac susceptib
background voltage in the experimental pressure range is
sentially temperature independent below 120 K. The susc
tibility data were corrected for this temperature independ
background as well as for a small pressure-related chang
sensitivity. The corrected data were scaled assuming a
ligible pressure variation of the slope ofx21 vs T above
40 K. This procedure is consistent to an accuracy of65%
with the results of more recent measurements.18 The absolute
value of the slope ofx21 vs T above 40 K, measured with
superconducting quantum interference device~SQUID! mag-
netometer at ambient pressure, was found to be consis
with that previously reported in lower-quality samples. In t
paramagnetic state the imaginary component of the l
frequency ac susceptibility was in all cases below our de
n-
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tion limit. A non-negligible imaginary component, attribute
to low-frequency dissipative effects of magnetic domai
was, however, observed in the magnetically ordered stat

III. RESULTS

As shown in Fig. 1, the resistivity drops monotonically b
approximately three orders of magnitude in all cases on c
ing from 300 K to 20 mK. For pressures belowpc.14.6
kbar, a shoulder appears inr vs T, together with a single
peak in ]r/]T, marking the onset of magnetic order. Th
peak position, which we identify with the transition temper
ture Tc , is monotonically decreasing and appears to go
wards zero continuously, but with a high slope atpc . As
shown in Fig. 2, the exponenta defined by the relationTc

a

}p is close to 2 nearpc but falls well below 2 for
p,p*.12 kbar. We note that the form ofTc vs p is not
sensitive to the precise criterion used to identifyTc from the
region of the peak in]r/]T and is essentially the same a
that inferred from the peak inx vsT ~see below and Fig. 2!.

In the magnetic phase belowpc , r has a quadratic (T2)
temperature dependence forT!Tc . This is the behavior ex-
pected for a Fermi liquid in a paramagnetic or weakly pol
ized state. Aspc is approached, theT2 regime collapses,
while a quasilinear temperature variation ofr aboveTc is
seen to extend to progressively lower temperatures~Fig. 1!.
Over the entire temperature range investigated the temp
ture variation ofr abovepc is slower than quadratic. This
departure ofr vsT from the conventional Fermi liquid form
is highlighted in Fig. 3 whereDr/T2, in which Dr5r2r0
andr0 is the small residual value ofr in the limit T→0 at
each pressure~inset of Fig. 1!, is plotted as a function of
T. We stress that the small size ofr0 allows us to treatDr as
an intrinsic property of the pure metallic state in the analy
of Sec. IV D. As shown in Fig. 3,Dr/T2 saturates at low

FIG. 1. The resistivity vs temperature at different pressu
(5.55, 8.35, 10.40, 11.40, 12.90, 13.55, 14.30, and 15.50 kbar g
down, starting from the top curve at the far right!. The magnetic
ordering temperatureTc ~marked by the shoulder inr vs T) de-
creases towards absolute zero atpc.14.6 kbar. Forp.pc a non-
Fermi-liquid form ofr vsT ~i.e., a variationTb with b,2) is seen
to extend over several orders of magnitude down to mK temp
tures~inset!.
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T in the magnetic Fermi liquid state belowpc , but grows
with decreasing temperatures without apparent limit in
paramagnetic state abovepc . Here the exponentb defined
via Dr}Tb is everywhere less than 2 and increases gra
ally from approximately 1.5 at 10 K to a maximum of 1.6
the lowest temperatures reached~Figs. 3 and 4!.

The singular behavior ofDr/T2 is consistent with the
anomalously strong cross section for quasiparticle-
quasiparticle scattering and hence, as discussed in the I
duction, with the presence of a long-range component in
quasiparticle potential at low temperatures.~In analogy to the
more elementary problem of fermions interacting via a sh
range potential, we may think forDr/T2 as a measure of th
cross section before account is taken of theT2 factor arising

FIG. 2. The pressure dependence of the transition tempera
inferred from the resistivity data~j! and the magnetic susceptibi
ity data (d). Forp,p* (.12 kbar!, Tc

4/3 is approximately linear in
p, while for p*,p,pc (.14.6 kbar!, Tc

2 is linear inp ~inset!.

FIG. 3. The ratio ofDr5r2r0 to T
2 vs temperatureT at dif-

ferent pressures (10.40, 12.90, 14.30, and 15.50 kbar going
starting from the bottom curve at the far left!, highlighting the
breakdown of the Fermi liquid formDr}T2 at low T as pc is
approached. Nearpc , Dr}Tb with b.1.6 in the low-temperature
limit ~curved line in the inset; the straight line above gives
asymptotic low temperature form!.
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from the Pauli principle constraint in the scattering.! A re-
lated divergence is anticipated forC/T, the ratio of the heat
capacity to the temperature, the singular component of wh
represents the effect on the quasiparticlemassof the self-
interaction associated with the long-range potential. In
intuitive interpretation of the results of the theoretical ana
sis presented in the following section, one may say that
sizeof the quasiparticles as measured either via an effec
cross section(Dr/T2) or an effectivemass(C/T) tends to
be singular nearpc in the low-temperature limit.

We next turn to our study of the uniform susceptibili
x ~Figs. 5 and 6! which sheds more light on the nature of th
magnetic transition and the limitations of the simple interp
tation ofDr given above. Forp,p* , x21 is approximately

re

p,

FIG. 4. The resistivity vs temperature at different pressu
abovepc (14.75, 15.50, 16.60, and 17.20 kbar, starting from the
curve!. The non-Fermi-liquid exponentb ~inset of Fig. 3! remains
unchanged in this pressure range!.

FIG. 5. The initial magnetic susceptibility~in SI units! vs tem-
perature at different pressures~ambient, 1.80, 3.80, 6.90, 8.60
10.15, 11.25, 12.15, 13.45, 13.90, 14.45, 15.20, 15.70, and 1
kbar going down, starting from the top curve at 30 K!. For p,p*
(.12 kbar! x exhibits a peak corresponding to a transition ofsec-
ond order, but forp*,p,pc (.14.6 kbar! the peak transforms
into a step as expected for a transition offirst order. The form of
x below the transitions is complicated by the effects of domains
the long-wavelength spin spiral state.
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55 8333MAGNETIC QUANTUM PHASE TRANSITION IN MnSi . . .
linear in temperature over a wide range. Moreover, it te
towards zero continuously atTc as expected for a phase tra
sition of secondorder. The behavior ofx21 is more complex
in the rangep*,p,pc . The abrupt variation nearTc is
reminiscent of a transition offirst order. AlthoughTc in this
regime collapses rapidly with increasing pressure, the tra
tion width, as defined from the step inx vs T, appears to
remain constant. Moreover, this width increases with
creasing RRR and in a sample with a RRR of 80 the fi
order regime is in fact not well defined~Fig. 7!. This sug-
gests that the transition width seen in Figs. 5 and 6
probably neither intrinsic nor due to pressure inhomoge
ities, but arises from residual defects in the sample.

Finally, we note that the value ofTc at the crossover from
secondto first order coincides roughly with the location of

FIG. 6. The initial inverse magnetic susceptibility~in SI units!
vs temperature at different pressures fitted from the data in Fi
~at the same pressures, now going up, starting from the low
curve!. The error bars on the curve at ambient pressure indicate
noise level in the unfitted data. The small nonzerox21 at Tc arises
from the effect of the long-wavelength helical modulation.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for a sample with a residual resistiv
ratio approximately 3 times smaller@at 10.60 kbar~below p* ),
13.20 kbar (p*,p,pc), andpc , going up from the lowest curve#.
The sharp first-order form of the transition seen in Fig. 6 nearpc is
now replaced by a broad anomaly.
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minimum inx21 vsT in the paramagnetic phase. The initi
fall of x21 vs T abovepc , and hence increase in magnet
response with temperature at low temperatures, appears
an ubiquitous property of paramagnetic metals on the ve
of magnetic order at low temperatures. This study provid
us with an example of how this anomalous behavior ofx vs
T changes in a pure metal in the vicinity of a magnetica
ordered state.

IV. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION

A. Spin fluctuation spectrum

An interpretation of theT and p dependences ofr and
x at low T might be sought within a framework of mutuall
interacting quasiparticles coupled via an effective long-ran
potential as discussed above. Equivalently, we may cons
fermions coupled not to each other directly, but rather to
field ~e.g., the electromagnetic field in the case ofbareelec-
trons! which effectivelymediatesthe long-range interaction
We shall be concerned with a low-frequency lon
wavelength description in which all fluctuations with wav
vectors and frequencies above some cutoffsqc andvc , re-
spectively, have been effectively filtered out~i.e., all relevant
field components outside of this window have been forma
integrated out!. In the end, the singular parts of the properti
discussed below are found to be weakly dependent on s
cutoffs.

For a system near a ferromagnetic instability atpc , the
important residual interaction field is the exchange molecu
field. In the simplest approximation, a spatial Fourier co
ponent of this molecular field may be taken to be prop
tional to the corresponding Fourier componentmq(t) of the
space- and time-dependent magnetizationm(r,t), associated
with slow or nearly critical fluctuations. The focus of atte
tion here is on the dynamical properties ofmq(t) which, in
the paramagnetic state, may be characterized by an appr
ate relaxation spectrumGq . This relaxation spectrum to
gether with the Bose function essentially defines the mo
described below for the dominant temperature depende
of the resistivity and heat capacity near the critical point
which Tc→0.

In a simple paramagnetic metalGq is defined at low fre-
quencies through the imaginary part for the wave vectoq
and frequencyv dependent susceptibility given by

xqv9 5vxqGq /~w
21Gq

2!, ~4.1!

wherexq measures the strength of the low-v component of
the full, generalized susceptibility. In simple systems such
MnSi, which are of interest here,xq will be assumed to re-
duce at lowq to the wave-vector-dependent magnetic s
ceptibility. In the standard model,5 supported by inelastic
neutron scattering measurements in high-quality samples
number of cubic, nearly ferromagnetic metals,4,19 Gq is iso-
tropic at lowq5uqu and of the form

Gq5gqxq
215gqn~x211cq2!, ~4.2!

in which g and c are constants,x is the temperature-
dependent static susceptibility, and in the present casen51
corresponding to the Landau damping in a homogene
Fermi liquid. To discuss the role ofGq from a more genera
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point of view, it is helpful to introduce an exponentl such
that Gq}q

l at low q. Well away from the critical region
x21 is finite and from Eq.~4.2! l5n. At the critical point
x21→0, and provided that Eq.~4.2! continues to hold~see
Sec. IV C!, l5n12. More generally at the critical point w
assumel5z wherez is the dynamical exponent which, to
gether with the spatial dimensiond, enters the quantum de
scription of critical phenomena.3,20,21

B. Population function

Both the resistivity and heat capacity of the system w
depend on the amplitude of spontaneous thermal fluctuat
of the molecular field or, essentially, ofmq(t). Thus, we shall
be interested in the thermal component^umqu2&T of the vari-
ance ofmq , which is given by the fluctuation dissipatio
theorem as

^umqu2&T5
6\

p E
0

vc
dvnvxqv9 , ~4.3!

wherenv5@exp(\v/kBT)21#21 is the Bose function. Equa
tion ~4.3! assumes a convention for the Fourier series ofm in
which ^umu2& is simply theq-space sum of̂ umqu2& per unit
volume. Also note that forkBT!\vc , a limit assumed
throughout, thev integral is effectively cut off by the Bose
function so that the upper bound of the integral in Eq.~4.3!
may be extended to infinity.

To simplify our discussion, it is useful to introduce a d
mensionless population functionnq as shown in Ref. 3,
which is defined aŝ umqu2&T /(3\Gqxq), and so from Eqs.
~4.1!–~4.3!

nq[
^umqu2&T
3\Gqxq

5
2

pE0
`

dvnv

v

v21Gq
2[h~\Gq /kBT!,

~4.4!

where

h~x!5
1

p F lnS x

2p D2
p

x
2CS x

2p D G.
1

x~113x/p!
~4.5!

andC is the digamma function. The approximate and ex
forms forh given in Eq.~4.5! differ by at most a few percen
and are identical to leading order in bothx and 1/x. The low-
and high-T limits of nq are given by (p/3)(kBT/\Gq)

2 and
(kBT/\Gq), respectively. It is interesting to compare the
limits with those of the corresponding population functi
for an undamped oscillator of frequencyVq , namely, the
Bose function. In this case the high- and low-T limits are
given by (kBT/\Vq) and exp(2\Vq /kBT), respectively.
Note that whereas the high-T limits are similar, the low-T
exponential freezing out of the population found in the u
damped case is replaced by a more gradual quadratic
perature dependence for the overdamped modes describ
Eq. ~4.4!. Normally, thisT2 dependence leads to the therm
energy, susceptibility, and resistivity, all being of the co
ventional Fermi liquid form. However, this need not be t
case in low dimensions or near a critical point, where a ra
q dependence ofGq can lead to singular behavior from th
low-q contribution to a sum overq of nq .
l
ns

t

-
m-
by
l
-

id

C. Non-Fermi-liquid exponents

In all the cases considered below the temperature de
dence arises from a sum of the population functionnq as
given in Eq.~4.4! weighted by aq factor of the formqm. For
generality, as discussed following Eq.~4.1!, we setGq}q

l so
that ind dimensions

(
q
qmnq}T

sE
0

xc
dx

xs22

~11x!
, ~4.6!

wheres[(d1m)/ l , xc is a cut off inversely proportional to
T, and we have used the approximate form forh given in Eq.
~4.5!. If s<1, the integral diverges at the lower bound a
our model therefore breaks down. Whens.1, Eq. ~4.6! is
finite and to leading order inT

(
q
qmnq}H Ts, 1,s,2,

T2ln~T* /T!, s52,

T2, s.2,

~4.7!

whereT* is a constant. A crossover occurs ats52, in which
the dominance passes from the lower to the upper boun
the integral in Eq.~4.6! ~recall xc}1/T). Above this cross-
over the final temperature dependence is independent o
parameters~i.e., T2 in each case! and corresponds to that o
the usual Fermi liquid model. Below the crossover the ex
nent depends on the particular property being considered
is always below that normally associated with a Fermi liqu
state. We see that non-Fermi-liquid exponents are favo
for smalld and largel , i.e., in reduced dimensions or at th
critical point wherex21→0 asT→0.

In arriving at the leading temperature dependences gi
above, we have assumedGq to be independent ofT. In the
critical case whereTc→0, this assumption is valid only if
x21 in Gq, as given in Eq.~4.2!, is ignorable compared with
cqT̂

2 , whereqT̂ is a typical thermal wave vector defined b

kBT;\GqT̂ ~so thatT}qT̂
z). The equivalent condition tha

the correlation wave vectork5A1/cx be much smaller than
qT̂ at low T is satisfied if the effective dimension of th
problem,d1z, exceeds 4. The latter result follows direct
from qT̂}T

1/z and the expression for the temperatur
dependent part of the inverse susceptibilityDx21 given in
Sec. IV F below. There it will be shown thatDx21 is of the
form in Eq. ~4.7! with m5n, so that in leading order
Dx21}T(d1n)/z. In order thatDx21!cqT̂

2 asT→0 we need
d1n.2 which is satisfied ifd1z.4 sincez5n12.

D. Resistivity

The electrical resistivityDr due to the scattering of fer
mions from the exchange field, i.e., from spin fluctuations
normally described in the Born approximation via the Bo
zmann transport equation. In terms of the population fu
tion nq introduced in Eq.~4.4!, the conventional expression

5

for Dr can be recast into the form3

Dr5z (
q,qc

qkS T ]nq
]T D

G

, ~4.8!
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55 8335MAGNETIC QUANTUM PHASE TRANSITION IN MnSi . . .
where z is a coupling parameter~independent ofT in the
Born approximation!, and the subscriptG implies a deriva-
tive at constantGq in Eq. ~4.4! and for the problem of interes
here we expectk52. Theq2 factor reflects the role of back
scattering, i.e., the fact that high-q fluctuations are more ef
fective than those at lowq in reducing the current. Normally
(T]nq /]T)G andnq have the same leading-order depende
on T, and so to leading order the dependence ofDr on T is
given by Eq.~4.7! with m52.

From Eq.~4.7! we predictDr}T2 when (d12)/l.2. As
expected this includes the case of a normal Fermi liquid w
nonsingular interactions~in which n5 l51). In the critical
region wherel5z we haveDr}Tb with b5(d12)/z, pro-
vided that 1,b,2 andd1z.4. Thus withz53 we find
b5 5

3 in three dimensions22 andb5 4
3 in two dimensions.8,9

Note that in both these cases the effective dimensiond1z is
indeed greater than 4.

The value ofb ~i.e., 53! obtained withd5z53 agrees well
with the asymptotic low-temperature form ofDr observed in
MnSi. A detailed comparison of the predictions of the mod
contained in Eqs.~4.1!–~4.4!, and ~4.8! with experiment is
presented in Fig. 8. Our numerical analysis ofDr is based on
the model forGq given in Eq.~4.2! with x21(T) taken from
experiment atpc and the fixed parametersg andc inferred
from inelastic neutron scattering data at zero pressure.4 The
cutoff qc in the q-space sum has been taken to be the B
louin zone dimensionp/a wherea54.56 Å, andz, the only
free parameter, was chosen to allow comparison of the
dicted and measured temperature dependence ofr. It is sig-
nificant that the model accounts not only for the non-Fer
liquid exponentb at low T, but also quantitatively for the
observed crossover to an intermediate quasilinear temp
ture variation ofr at highT.

Our expression forr given in Eq.~4.8! assumes that the

FIG. 8. Comparision of measured (s) and calculated~solid
line! temperature dependence of the resistivity (r2r0) near pc .
The calculation is based on the model in the text, Eq.~4.2!, with
x vs T from bulk measurements~inset in SI units!, g andc from
inelastic neutron scattering measurements in zero pressure~Ref. 4!,
and a wave vector cutoff equal to the Brillouin zone dimens
(GX). The vertical scaling factor@z in Eq. ~4.8!# is the only free
parameter in the comparison.
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molecular fieldlq , connectingmq(t) to the corresponding
component of the molecular field, is essentially independ
of q below a suitably defined cutoff wave vectorqc . Note,
however, that the singular component ofDr/T2 nearpc is
not sensitive to this cutoff. The derivation of the standa
model for Dr, on which Eq.~4.8! is based, implicitly as-
sumes that transitions brought about by the scattering w
the molecular field are indeed effective in reducing thetotal
current. In MnSi justification for this assumption is provide
by the large number of scattering channels offered by
open, multisheet Fermi surface.11,15

We also note that sincex21 in MnSi does not strictly
vanish at lowT even nearpc ~see Sec. III!, we may expect
r}T2 at sufficiently lowT for all p. Our numerical analysis
however, suggests that this limiting form should only
clearly observable forp.pc at temperatures well below th
presently accessible experimental range.

E. Heat capacity

Further insights into the nature of the state in whi
d5z53 as described by the above may be gained by c
sidering~i! the quasiparticle scattering rate, which is relat
to Eq. ~4.8!, butwithout the backscattering weighting facto
q2, and ~ii ! the quasiparticle effective mass defined via t
electronic heat capacity divided byT. Note that throughout
this paper quasiparticle properties are assumed to be de
as suitable averages near the Fermi energy.

The correctionDC to the total heat capacity arising from
the effects of the exchange field may be obtained from
thermodynamics of this field treated as a collection
coupled modes. In a mean-field approximation for the mo
mode coupling,5–7we arrive at an expression forDC, which,
in terms of the populationnq of Eq. ~4.4!, reduces to the
elementary form3

DC.
3\

2 (
q,qc

Gq

]nq
]T

. ~4.9!

In writing this we suppose that our system is in the lim
where many-body effects are dominant. In particular we
assuming thatGq is strongly suppressed below the behav
expected in the absence of the effects of the molecular fi
or, precisely, thatl̄q5lqxq

0 is of order unity for q,qc ,
wherexq

0 is xq , but in the absence of the enhancement p
duced by the exchange field. The wave vector dependenc
l̄q can be crudely described via the choice of cutoff wa
vector qc , the magnitude of which does not in practic
greatly effect the singular part ofDC near the quantum criti-
cal point. We also comment that the factor of3

2 in Eq. ~4.9!
arises from our choice in Eq.~4.4! of definition fornq . The
factor of 3 reflects the number of Cartesian components
mq for eachq, and the factor of

1
2 highlights the fact that the

mean energy of an overdamped mode has apotentialbut no
kinetic component. We note that for undamped modes w
spectrumVq and a degeneracy of 3 for eachq, the heat
capacity is given by Eq.~4.9! with Gq /2 replaced byVq and
nq replaced by the Bose factornv evaluated atv5Vq . In
the high-T limit, the latter yields a heat capacity per mod
which is, as expected, twice that given by Eq.~4.9! ~provided
the temperature dependence ofVq andGq can be ignored!.
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To leading order inT, DC is given by Eq.~4.7! with
m5 l all divided by a factor ofT so that

DC}H Td/ l , d, l ,

T ln~T* /T!, d5 l

T, d. l ,

, ~4.10!

whereT* is a constant. The case in whichd. l covers the
usual Fermi liquid description~where d53 and l5n51)
and as expected givesDC to be linear inT. For MnSi in
which p;pc we haved53 and l→z53 and so the case
with d5 l applies.

In cases such as MnSi withp;pc , the result forDC and
a corresponding analysis of the quasiparticle scattering
yield expressions for the effectivemassand cross section
having the singular forms ln(T* /T) and 1/T, respectively. In
this limit, where themassdiverges logarithmically, the rela
tive probability that a quasiparticle state is equivalent to
bare particle state with the same wave vector on the Fe
surface vanishes logarithmically asT→0. Since the loga-
rithm is a minimal singularity, the conventional Fermi liqu
may be said to be just at its limit of applicability. The abo
singular forms for thecross sectionandmassdefine the state
called amarginal Fermi liquid.

Similar forms for the quasiparticlecross sectionandmass
have been obtained by another approach in the case o
long-range Lorentz magnetic force,2 for which we also have
d5z53. A quantitative analysis, however, suggests that
singular effects of this interaction, which is characterized
a very stiff spectrumGq , would be difficult to detect experi
mentally. A different type of marginal state has also be
introduced and extensively developed in connection with
nonsuperconducting phases of some of the copper oxide
tems~see, e.g., Ref. 23!.

Note that in lower dimensions, the singularities in t
quasiparticle properties become stronger than margina
particular ford52 andz53 the above analysis leads to
masswhich in the low-temperature limit diverges asT21/3.
This is consistent with results obtained in Refs. 8 and 9 fo
model having the same values ford andz but in which the
relevant molecular field is associated not with the magn
zation, but with a chiral field related to third-order nonloc
products of the magnetization.

Analyses based on the language of quantum critical p
nomena~see, e.g., Refs. 3, 20 and 21! as well as more recen
studies based on a diagrammatic evaluation of the s
energy of fermions interacting with suitably defined molec
lar fields8,9,24suggest that the above models for the quasip
ticle cross sectionand mass yield the correct singular
temperature-dependent terms at the quantum critical po
provided the effective dimensiond1z exceeds the uppe
critical value of 4, a condition that is satisfied in both t
cases~i.e., withd5z53 or whend52 andz53) mentioned
above.

For comparison, we now consider briefly the case
which the critical fluctuations are not centered onq→0, but
around some antiferromagnetic wave vectorQ of the order of
the dimension of the Brillouin zone. In this case, it is use
to change the origin by replacingq byQ1q. To lowest order
in q, GQ1q5gQ(xQ

211cq2), where gQ is a nonvanishing
te
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l

constant.5 The exponentn is now effectively 0 rather than 1
In the limit asxQ

21→0, we obtainGQ1q}q
2 and hence a

dynamical exponentz of 2 rather than 3. The differenc
arises from the Landau damping factor in the relaxation ra
which vanishes as the first power of the wave vector aro
the origin in the Brillouin zone of a homogeneous syste
When the effective dimensiond1z is greater than 4 the hea
capacity is again expected to be described by Eq.~4.9!. For
d53 andz52 this condition is satisfied, and we find th
DC/T, while not strictly singular5 asT→0, can nevertheless
display a strong and anomalous increase with decreasinT.
Moreover, the variation with temperature is qualitative
similar to that found in the marginal case discussed earli

We note that the true marginal case as described ab
requiresd5z and so in a case withz52 the effective dimen-
sion (d1z) doesnotexceed the upper critical value of 4 th
is strictly required for a simple description. We also com
ment that for antiferromagnetic fluctuations, the stand
analysis for the resistivity, in contrast to that for the he
capacity, may not be strictly applicable even when the c
dition d1z.4 is satisfied.25

F. Magnetic susceptibility

Finally we present a brief discussion of the temperat
dependence ofx and of the pressure dependence ofTc . In
the mean-field approximation for the mode-mo
coupling,5,6 the temperature dependence ofx21 can be ex-
pressed in terms of the population functionnq defined in Eq.
~4.4! as

Dx2155b (
q,qc

^

gqnq , ~4.11!

whereb is the anharmonicity coefficient,(̂ denotes a sum
per unit volume, andgq is defined in Eq.~4.2!. In the sim-
plest case,b is the coefficient of the cubic term in an expa
sion of the magnetic equation of stateH(M )5aM1bM3 at
T50, where in equilibriumH(M ) is the uniform magnetic
field which stabilizes the bulk magnetizationM .

The expression in Eq.~4.11! for Dx21 is of the form in
Eq. ~4.7! with the exponentm equal ton. It follows that
when l→z521n, Dx21}T(d1n)/z, provided z,(d1n)
,2z andd1z.4. If we write x215a1Dx21 and expand
the T50 limit of x21 aroundpc asa}(p2pc), the condi-
tion x21(Tc)50, defining Tc , yields Tc

(d1n)/z}(pc2p).
Thus ford53 we haveTc

4/3}(pc2p) for n51 (z53) and
Tc
3/2}(pc2p) for n50 (z52), i.e., for the ferromagnetic

and antiferromagnetic cases, respectively. These results
the pressure dependence ofTc are based on a mean-fiel
treatment analogous to the classical Landau model
second-order phase transitions, which may be expecte
hold when the appropriate dimension (d1z) exceeds the up-
per critical dimension of 4~see Refs. 3, 20 and 21!.

For MnSi this description is incomplete since the coe
cientb of theM3 term inH vsM is believed to benegative
at low T. For stability, a minimal description must therefo
include terms inH vsM up to atleast fifthorder inM . If a
fifth-order description is sufficient, a straightforward exte
sion of the mean-field approximation leads to a shift in t
coefficient of the cubic term inH(M ) of
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Db514g (
q,qc

^

gqnq ~4.12!

and to a replacement ofb in Eq. ~4.11! by (b1Db/2). Here
g is the coefficient~assumed positive! of theM5 term inH
vsM . A model of this kind provides the basis of a detail
account, to be discussed more fully elsewhere, of the form
x21 vs T andp. In particular, the latter correctly describe
~i! the crossover atp* from a transition of second order t
one of first order,~ii ! the peak inx vsT in the paramagnetic
state, and~iii ! the overall pressure dependence ofTc . This
analysis also shows that theTc

2}(pc2p) form observed in
the rangep*,p,pc arises from the fact that, in this first
order regime, an abrupt jump occurs from a marginal Fe
liquid state aboveTc to a~partly! spin-polarized Fermi liquid
state belowTc . In particular, this form ofTc vs p does not
imply a simple Fermi liquid description of the paramagne
state. We also note that theTc

4/3}(pc2p) pressure depen
dence ofTc , predicted by the simplest model forDx21

when d5z53, is indeed observed in the low-temperatu
ferromagnet ZrZn2, which, unlike MnSi, shows no evidenc
for a first-order transition near the critical pressure.26

V. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS

The considerations of Sec. IV F do not alter our theore
cal description ofr vsT as given in Sec IV B since that wa
based on themeasuredform of x21 vsT ~Fig. 6! and not on
that expected for the simple model in Eq.~4.11! in which the
anharmonicity parameter is assumed to be positive at
T. Although small,x21 does not actually vanish asT→0 at
pc , and hence for sufficiently lowT, r is expected to enter a
T2 regime in an ideally pure sample. The tiny magnitude
x21 ~typically 103 times lower than that in normal metals!
and theq2 factor favoring large-q fluctuations in the sum in
Eq. ~4.8! mean that this crossover to Fermi liquid behavior
only expected to occur in the low-mK range where, in pra
tice, other effects such as impurity scattering begin to do
nate.

Numerical analyses based on Eqs.~4.1!–~4.4! and ~4.8!
also suggest that a recovery of a Fermi liquid form forr
above 1 K will take place only at relatively high pressure
i.e., several timespc . Thus, the range inp over which a
description in terms of a marginal Fermi liquid model
useful can be wider than might be naively supposed. T
should be contrasted with the rapid return to aT2 form of
r found belowTc ~Fig. 3! or in an applied magnetic field.27

The rapid recovery of the Fermi liquid form in these cas
arises from the strong attenuation of the spin fluctuation a
plitude resulting from suppression of transverse and stiff
ing of longitudinal components in the presence of a unifo
spin polarization.

Our aim has been to present a plausible minimal interp
tation of the main features of the resistivity and susceptibi
data. A number of more subtle effects should also be con
ered in a more complete analysis. These would include
rections due to~i! a small relativistic term in the local fre
energy arising in structures lacking inversion symmetry~e.g.,
of
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f
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,
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-
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r-

B20 for MnSi!, ~ii ! nonlinear precession of the magnetizati
under the action of the molecular field,~iii ! screening of the
mode-mode coupling parameters (b and g), and ~iv! the
magnetovolume effect.

The lack of inversion symmetry, together with the~albeit
weak! spin-orbit interaction~i!, leads to the appearance o
critical fluctuations around a small but finite wave vector
magnitudeQ.0.033 Å21,4,10as well as to a very weak first
order magnetic transition even belowp* .28 We note, how-
ever, that the typical thermal wave vectorqT̂ defined by
\GqT̂

;kBT is at least an order of magnitude greater th

Q for T>1 K. Thus, any corrections to the results of Se
IV D are expected to be small, except at extremely low te
peratures nearpc . ~We also note that for typical values o
qT̂ in our experimental range, thermal magnetic fluctuatio
can link different sheets of the multiply connected and op
Fermi surface of MnSi and therefore facilitate transfer
momentum away from the electron system.!

The effects of nonlinear precession~ii ! and screening be
yond the Hartree approximation~iii ! have also been
considered.3 The latter leads to qualitative changes only
the Ginzburg regime, which collapses asTc→0 for an effec-
tive dimensiond1z greater than 4. Both~ii ! and ~iii ! are
important quantitatively in the region of crossover from
second- to a first-order transition, and more generally
lead to different renormalizations of the parameterb entering
the temperature dependence of the susceptibility given
Eq. ~4.11! and the magnetic equation of state. Since o
analysis of the resistivity was based on the observedx(T), it
is unaffected by these considerations.

The magnetovolume effect~iv! leads to further renormal
ization of the parameters of the model and can, in princip
effectively lead to a negative value of the anharmonicity p
rameterb, and so to a first-order transition nearpc . How-
ever, it is interesting to note that a value forb, consistent
with observation in sign and order of magnitude, can alrea
be obtained in a single-particle analysis based solely on
band-calculated density of states which has a deep minim
at the Fermi level.11,29

In summary, we find that the above corrections are eit
small and ignorable in our experimental range, or can
absorbed into the parameters of the model@x(T), c, and
g#, which are empirically determined. Furthermore, the de
minimum of the one-particle density of states at the Fe
level appears to be sufficient on its own to account for
sign and strength of the mode coupling parameter requ
for a description Sec.~IV F! of the crossover from asecond-
to weaklyfirst- order transition nearpc .

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we find that near and abovepc the behavior
of MnSi is consistent with a model of a marginal Ferm
liquid in which a long-range effective interaction betwe
quasiparticles arises via the exchange of long-wavelen
nearly critical fluctuations in the spin density. The applic
bility of an elementary treatment of such fluctuations may
connected with the fact that the effective dimensiond1z,
appropriate to critical phenomena in thequantumlimit, is
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abovethe upper critical value of 4~i.e., the Ginzburg regime
where corrections to a mean-field description are import
becomes vanishingly small!. The description ofr in terms of
a marginal Fermi liquid model is expected to fail at very lo
T due to the occurrence of a~weak! first-order transition nea
pc , which implies thatx ~though exceptionally enhanced!
remains finite asT→0, p→pc . The range of applicability of
the non-Fermi-liquid form ofr may extend over an eve
greater range in a related ferromagnet ZrZn2 in which a first-
order transition appears to be absent nearpc and above at
least 0.9 K.26
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